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OBJECT OF GAME:
It's a fun-filled race lowering HARVEY down the wall... peg by peg. Be fast but be careful... if HARVEY falls, he must start at the top again!

HOW TO PLAY:
1. The youngest player says "Go" to start the race between the two HARVEYS with both players playing at the same time.
2. Players strategically insert and remove HARVEY's pegs to drop him down the Climbing Wall without HARVEY falling to the bottom.
3. As long as HARVEY hangs or rests on a peg, the player may continue to lower his/her HARVEY by moving the pegs.
4. HARVEY may hang or rest on any wall and even on the other player's pegs and/or HARVEY. Note: A player cannot move another player's pegs.

WHEN HARVEY FALLS:
Each time a player's HARVEY falls down to the playing surface, the player must pick up his/her HARVEY, set him back up in starting position between the top walls and start moving HARVEY down the wall again.

WINNING THE GAME:
The first player to get any part of his/her HARVEY to hang below the bottom edge of the wall wins!

SUGGESTION FOR ADVANCED PLAYERS:
Challenge yourself by using only 3 pegs when playing the game.